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Abstract 
Given a finite nonempty set F of vectors in Z”, consider the graph G = (V, E) whose vertices 
are the elements of E” and such that each vertex u is connected to all vertices u + f for alIf F. 
Two models of communication have been considered in such graphs: whispering (in which 
a node can only call one neighbor per unit of time) and shouting (in which a node can 
simultaneously call all of its neighbors). Let a(t) (resp. o(t)) be the maximum number of nodes 
that can be reached in t steps by a shouting (resp. whispering) broadcast from a single source. 
This paper deals with the particular case where F contains only integer vectors with only one 
nonzero component. For m = 2, we give the exact form of o(t). For m = 2 and when F contains 
only positive vectors we give a concrete upper bound for whispering. We believe that this upper 
bound can be achieved. Furthermore, when F includes the unit vector in each dimension, we 
describe a whispering broadcast scheme which gives a lower bound of w(t) in that case. 
For m > 3, we prove that for large t both c(t) and o(t) are of the form [(njIT(di + ci))/m!] t”’ 
+ O(tmel) where d, (resp. ci) is the largest “positive” (resp. “negative”) step in the ith dimension, 
i= l,...,m. 
1. Introduction 
A network is modeled by a graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of processors (the 
nodes of G), and E is the set of communication links (the edges of G). 
Broadcasting in a network is an information dissemination process in which 
a message originating in a node is to be sent to all the other nodes of the network, as 
quickly as possible. A series of calls is used to complete the dissemination of the 
message over the network subject to the following constraints: 
(i) Each call requires one unit of time. 
(ii) A node can only call its neighbors. 
For general results about broadcasting in networks, see [Z] and [4]. 
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We consider two models of the process: whispering and shouting. In the whispering 
model each node can call only one of its neighbors per time unit (l-port or proces- 
sor-bound), and in the shouting model each node is allowed to call all its neighbors 
simultaneously (n-port or link-bound). 
Given a finite nonempty set F of vectors in Z”, consider the graph G = (V, E) whose 
vertices are the elements of Z” and such that each vertex u is connected to all vertices 
fi + f’ for all f~ F. The set F will be called the template. 
In this paper, we consider broadcasting in such generalized grids. 
Note that these graphs are of unlimited size but are not necessarily connected. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that all the connected components are isomorphic. 
Therefore, we shall study broadcasting in the connected component of (0, . . . . 0). 
Let F = {.f~,fi, . . ..fk}. and (F) = {CiIk, aiJi/aiE N, V/i}. Then (F) is precisely the 
connected component of (0, . . . , 0). 
LetusnoticethatifwetakeF={fe, ,..., ke,)whereq=(O ,..., O,l,O ,..., 0) 
(1 in the ith place), we obtain a connected graph, namely the infinite m-dimensional 
grid in which broadcasting was first studied by Cockayne and Hedetniemi [ 11, and by 
Ko [IS] and Peck [9]. 
The message originates at (0, . , 0). The level of a vertex s of (F) is 
i=k 
C aifi = s with aiE N, Vi , 
i=O 
that is the minimum number of edges in a path from (0, 0, . . . . 0) to s in (F). 
The Ith layer of (F) is LI = (s E (F)/level(s) = l}, that is the set of vertices of G at 
distance 1 from (0, . . . , 0). 
We define w(t) to be the maximum number of vertices which can be informed 
in t time units by any broadcasting scheme using whispering and c(t) the max- 
imum number of vertices informed in t time units by shouting. It is clear that 
a(t) = 1 ui_bLiI and that o(t) d o(t). 
Stout [lo] made the four following conjectures about a(t) and w(t): 
(1) a(t) is ultimately a polynomial of degree m. 
(2) There exists a whispering scheme in which, for t large enough, every vertex has 
the same strategy in informing its neighbors. 
(3) o(t) is ultimately a polynomial of degree m. 
(4) a(t) - w(t) = O(F ‘) if (F 1 3 2. 
Klarner [6, 71 proved Conjecture (1) without explicitly giving the coefficients of the 
polynomial. Stout proved Conjecture (4), by showing that lim o(t)/w(t) = 1 which 
means that whispering is asymptotically as efficient as shouting [lo]. 
In [S], Hell and Liestman studied the case m = 1. They gave the coefficients of a(t) 
for t sufficiently large. They also proved Conjecture (3) and gave the exact form of the 
polynomial when F c N and 1 E F. In the case F c Z, they showed that there exist 
constants i and to such that w(t) = a(t) - i for t 3 to. 
In this paper, we consider shouting and whispering in generalized grids of higher 
dimensions with the following restrictive hypothesis: 
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The template F contains only integer vectors with only one nonzero component, 
i.e., F = uizyFi with Fi c {O}iml x Z* x {O}m-i, where Z* is the set of nonzero 
integers. 
Furthermore, in Sections 2 and 3, we impose the additional restriction that the 
nonzero component of each vector of F is positive, i.e., F = UiIy Fi with 
Fi c {Oji-’ x N* x {O}m-i, where N* is the set of strictly positive integers. 
2. Broadcasting in N2 
We will first consider shouting and whispering in dimension 2. 
We prove again Conjecture (1) of Stout in the case m = 2 and when the nonzero 
component of each vector of F is positive. But here we give an explicit form of o(t) 
which was not done by Klarner in [6, 71. 
Also in this case, we give an upper bound of w(t). We think that this upper bound is 
achieved. Furthermore, in this case and when F includes the unit vectors (1,0) and 
(0, l), we describe a broadcast scheme. This yields to a lower bound of w(t). 
2.1. Shouting 
We show that when F c N* x (0) u (0) x N* then, for large t, the number of 
vertices in L, is a polynomial of degree one in t and we give the coefficients of o(t). 
Let us first recall some of the results given in [S] that we shall use later. These 
results deal with the unidirectional case, so in that case F is a subset of FU*, d is the 
maximum element of F, L, is the Ith layer of(F) and o(t) is the maximum number of 
vertices of (F) informed after t time units by shouting. 
Theorem 2.1 (Hell and Liestman [S]). Suppose F c N*, and d is the maximum element 
ofF.For1>2d,ILII=d. 
Corollary 2.2 (Hell and Liestman [S]). For t 2 2d, o(t) = dt + co where o0 = 
o(2d) - 2d2. 
Now consider the case F = F, v F2, where 
Fr = {(fo’,O),(f,‘,O),...,(f,:,O)}, F, = {(OJO”), (OJ:), . . ..(O.fk:)}. 
We assume that& >fi > ... >gi, and we let di =fi, for i = 1,2. 
Let s = (sr , s2) be a vertex of (F). Denote by level(s) the level of s in (F), and by 
leveli the level of its coordinate Si in (Fi), for i = 1, 2. Also, denote by a(t) (resp. 
o’(t), i = 1,2) the maximum number of vertices of(F) (resp. (Fi), i = 1,2) that can be 
informed by time t by shouting. 
Let L1 (resp. Li, i = 1, 2) be the Ith layer of (F) (resp. (F,), i = 1, 2). 
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Proposition 2.3. Suppose F c N* x (0) u (0) x N*. For 13 2(dl + d, + l), )LrI is 
a polynomial of degree 1. More precisely, for 12 2(d, + d2 + 1): 
JLlj = (dldJ1 + dlr$ + dza: - d,d,, where 0: = o’(2di) - 2df, for i = 1,2. 
Proof. First, note that if s = (sr , S*)E (F), we have: level(s) = level’(s,) + level’(s,). 
Therefore, 
Lr= u L:, x Lf, 1 
((1,,l2)1111+l*=I: 
Let 13 2(d, + d, + 1) and A = {(l,, 1,)~ N2/11 + l2 = 1). Partition A into AI, AZ and 
A3, such that 
AI = {(l,, l,)~A/l, 3 2dI + 1 and l2 >, 2d2 + l}, 
A2 = {(l,, 12)eA/12 f 2&j, and 
A3 = {(lr, 12)~A/11 d 2d,}. 
Let us denote cA, = Ci,I,,lZJEA,I (L:,(,(L:,(,fori=1,2,3,Then,IL,(=~i_:~,,.Now 
Theorem 2.1 implies that ( Lft 1 = d, for Ii 3 2di (i = 1,2). Therefore, 
CA, = 1 did, = d,d2(l - 2dI - 2d2 - 1); 
(UI.WEAI; 
CA2 = d, ,l2 I; 2d , IL?, I = 402G%L and 
CA3 = d, ’ ‘1 ‘;L;, 1 = d201(2dI). 
(II,II s 2dl) 
Finally, for 1 > 2(d, + d, + 1): 
I LIJ = dld21 + dI(02(2d2) - 2d:) + dz(a’(2dl) - 2d:) - dldz. 0 
Corollary 2.4. For t 3 2(dI + d,) + 1, 
o(t) = (dId2/2)t2 + (dIai + d2ah - (dld2)/2)t + const, where 
const = o(2d, + 2d2 + 1) - (2d, + 2d2 + 1) [d, 0: + dzoh + dld,(dI + d,)] . 
Proof. The corollary follows from the equality a(t) = 1 ui:L LiJ and Proposition 2.3. 
Indeed, for t >, 2(d, + d2) + 2, a(t) = C~~~d1’Zd2+1 I&) + CfIidl+2d2+2 ) Lil. The first 
term of this sum is o(2d, + 2d, + 1). Now, the corollary holds for t 3 2(dI + d2) + 2, 
by replacing each ( Li I in the second term of the sum according to Proposition 2.3. For 
t = 2dI + 2d, + 1, it is easy to check that the formula given is still valid. 0 
Remark 2.5. Even without characterizing the lth layer of (F), we can show that 
a(t) = (dId2/2)t2 + (d,at + d20h - (dld2)/2)t + O(l), for t 3 2(d, + d2) + 1. 
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Indeed, 
j=t i=*-j 
o(t) = u L!xLf = c 1 IL;I.IL,fI 
((i,j)sN2/i+jst) j=O i=o 
j=r i=t-j j=t 
= 1 IL;] C IL:1 = 1 IL3Ia’(t-j). 
j=O i=O 
j=Zdz 
= jgo ILflfl’(t-j) 
From Theorem 2.1, we obtain 1 
a’(t -j) = d,(t - j) + crh 
As o’(t - 2d2) < o’(t -j) d CT 
sum of a(t), we have: 
29 
j=O 
j=tm2dl j=r 
1 iLflCT’(t-jj)+ 
j=2dz+l 
j=r_r;l+l Glo’(t -j). 
Lf I = d2 for j 2 2d2 and by Corollary 2.2, we have 
fort-j32d,. 
(t) for 0 < j < 2d2, if B denotes the first term of the 
d1(2d; + o;)t + (CT:, - 2dldz)(2d; + 0;) d B 6 d,(2d: + o;)t + oA(2d: + a;). 
After calculations that we omit here for sake of brevity, we obtain: 
(dldJ2)t2 + (dzo; + dla; - d,d,/2)t + a 
< a(t) d (dldz/2)t2 + (d,o; + d,o; - d,d,/2)t + b, 
with b - a = 2dld2(2d: + 0;). This yields the required result. 
Remark 2.6. The techniques proposed by Klarner in [6, 73 to show that a(t) is 
a polynomial are practical only when F has small cardinality. Otherwise, the formula 
which gives the coefficients of a(t) remains theoretic and not easy to specify. To find 
the coefficients of o(t) one has to determine specific relations between the vectors of F. 
This quickly becomes complex when F is large. 
The result obtained here yields a formula for a(t) provided we can calculate 
a’(2dl), 02(2d2) and a(2dl + 2d2 + 1). This calculation can be done by successively 
constructing the layers L,! for i, 0 < i < 2dl, Lf for i, 0 < i < 2d2 and Li 
for i, 0 < i d 2d, + 2d2 + 1, at least for those templates F that satisfy our restrictive 
assumption. 
2.2. Whispering 
Clearly o(t) d a(t). In this section, we give an upper bound on w(t) which is better 
than o(t). 
When both (1,0) and (0, 1) belong to F (which means that the graph in which we 
want to broadcast contains the bidirectional grid on N2 as a subgraph), we describe 
a whispering broadcast scheme which achieves the upper bound to within the highest 
degree term. 
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Proposition 2.7. In any broadcast scheme using whispering, at most one vertex of L, and 
t vertices of L,_ 1 can be informed by time t. 
Proof. The assertion about L, is obvious, since in order to reach an s E L, in time t the 
message must make a step in each of the time intervals 1,2, . . , t, therefore at most one 
such path can exist. 
We prove the second part of the proposition by induction on t. 
(0,O) is the unique point of L,, and it is already informed at t = 1 since it is the 
originator. 
Suppose the assertion true for t, that is by time t, at most t vertices of L,_ 1 are 
informed. At time t + 1, each of these t vertices can inform at most one vertex of L,. 
Since by the first part of the proposition, at most one vertex of L, is informed by time t, 
the total number of informed vertices in L,, at lime t + 1, is at most t + 1. 0 
Corollary 2.8. Suppose F c N* x {0} u (0) x N”. For t 3 2(dl + d2) + 3: 
w(t) d (dld2/2)t2 + (d,o; + dzcr:, - (5/2)dld2 + l)t + O(1). 
Proof. Proposition 2.7 implies that o(t) 6 a(t) - 1 L, 1 + 1 - 1 L,_ 1 \ + t. 
The corollary follows by replacing 1 L, 1 and 1 L, _ 1 1 according to Proposition 2.3 
with o(t) given by Corollary 2.4. 0 
Now, let us give some details on the whispering broadcast scheme described in [S], 
when F c N and ~EF. 
Denote by d the maximum element of F. The authors showed that there exists an 
optimal whispering broadcast scheme which informs, in any time t >, 3d, all vertices of 
ui_h-’ Li and one vertex of L,. They obtained as first corollary the following 
relation: 
for t 3 3d, o(t) = o(T) - d + 1. 
As second corollary they showed that 
(*) 
for t > 3d, o(t) = dt + wO, where w0 = o(3d) - 3d’. (**) 
In their scheme, at time t = 3d, all vertices of u i_i”- ’ Li and one vertex of L,d are 
informed. In fact, in L3& 1 the vertex (3d - 1)d is informed at time 3d - 1 and then 
calls at time 3d the vertex 3d2 of L3d. The d - 1 other vertices of L&_, are informed at 
time 3d (recall that by Theorem 2.1, ) L,J = d, for t 3 2d). In the next time unit, each 
vertex v of these d - 1 vertices of Ljd_ 1 and the vertex 3d2 of L3d make the calls 
[v, v + d] and [3d2, 3d2 + d]. So, at time 3d + 1, we obtain d new informed vertices 
and so on. 
We shall refer to this strategy as the unidirectional scheme. 
In what follows suppose again that F = Fl u F,, where 
FI = {(fb’, 0), (.I?> 0), . . ..(fk.r O)}, F2 = {KLfb2), W:X . . ..Kh~))> 
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and where we again assume that fj > fi > ... > f,!, = 1, and we let di =fi, for i = 1,2. 
Note that both (1,0) and (0, 1) are in F. 
If s = (sl, SJ is a point of (F) = N2, denote by o(t), (resp. o’(t), i = 1,2) the 
maximum number of vertices of (F), (resp. (Fi)) that can be informed by time f by 
whispering. 
Theorem 2.9. Suppose F c N* x {0} u {0} x N*, and F contains both (1, 0) and (0, 1). 
There exists a whispering broadcasting scheme in N’, which informs, for any 
t > 3(d, + d2), (dld2/2)t2 + (dlwg + dZoA - (3/2)d,d,)t + O(1) vertices, where 
C& = o’(3di) - 3dz, for i = 1, 2. 
Proof. Apply the unidirectional scheme to inform the vertices of {0} x N, using the 
template Fz, and as soon as a vertex (0, u) becomes available make it broadcast on 
N x (u} according to the unidirectional scheme using the template F,. 
l At time i = 3d2, the number of informed vertices of (0) x N is 02(3d2). According 
to the unidirectional scheme described above, w2(3d2) - A2 vertices are available 
at times up to 3d, and can begin broadcasting on their corresponding lines at these 
times, and the d2 other vertices are available at time 3d2 + 1. So, after t time 
units, the number of informed vertices on these horizontal lines will be 
(w2(3d2) - d2)<01(t - 3d2) + d,w’(t - 3d2 - 1). 
l At time i + 1 = 3dz + 1, d, new vertices are informed on (0) x N by the unidirec- 
tional scheme. They become available at time 3d2 + 2 to broadcast on their corres- 
ponding horizontal lines. After t time units, the number of the newly informed vertices 
on these horizontal lines is d2m1(t - 3d2 - 2) etc. 
l At time t - 3d, - 1, we inform d2 new vertices on {0} x N which become 
available at time t - 3dl, and then, in the same way, the number of the newly 
informed vertices, after t time units is d2u1(3dl). 
l At time i, t - 3dl < i < t - 1, the d2 newly informed vertices of {0} x N, begin to 
broadcast at time i + 1 and the number of the newly informed vertices, after t time 
units is d,w’(t - i - 1). 
Therefore, using (**), the total number of informed vertices is 
k=z-3d,-3dz 
(3d: + 0; - d,)(d,t - 3d,dz + 06) + dz El Cd,(t - 3d2 - 4 + ~-41 
k=3d,-1 
+ d2 1 w’(k) 
k=O 
= (dld2/2)t2 + (dlo; + dzw:, - (3/2)d,d,)t - (9/2)d,d: 
- (9/2)d:d, + (9/2)dld2’ + (3/2)d:d, - (3d,d,)(o; + 
k=3d,-I 
+ &co: - d,) + d2 c o’(k). 0 
k=O 
Corollary 2.10. With the hypothesis of Theorem 2.9, we have, for t 3 3(d, + d,): 
o(t) 3 (dld2/2)t* + (d,a; + dzg; + d, + d2 - (7/2)d,d,)t + O(1). 
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Proof. In the lower bound obtained from Theorem 2.9, just replace &, by CJ~ - di + 1, 
for i = 1,2. Indeed, by (**) 0; = w’(3di) - 3df, and by (*) o’(3di) = a’(3di) - di + 1. 
By Corollary 2.2, oi(3di) = 3d? + ob, the corollary follows. q 
Remark 2.11. The result obtained from Theorem 2.9 is asymptotically the same if we 
start to broadcast first on N x {0} and then on the corresponding vertical lines. 
For small values oft >, 3(dI + d2), broadcast in the order that gives the best value 
of the constant. 
Below we describe an idea suggested by Hell to construct an optimal broadcast 
scheme by arranging to inform all the points of u~~~~’ Li, t points of L,_ 1 and one 
point of L, in t time units. For t big enough this would mean that there exists an 
optimal broadcast scheme and that w(t) is the polynomial of degree 2 given by the 
upper bound of Corollary 2.8. 
The idea consists of informing first the points of the form (id,,jd,), with i, j positive 
integers (we shall call these points sources). 
When t becomes large, we would then have enough sources to use as branching 
points to inform the other points of uj,L-’ Li. 
For example, some sources can be informed by making the calls [(0, (i - l)d,), 
(O,id,)]attimei= 1,2 ,..., t.Then,fori=O,l,..., t - 2, beginning from each element 
(0, id2) we make the calls [((,j - i - 2)d,, id2), ((j - i - l)dI, idJ] at time 
j = i + 2, i + 3, . . . . t. Note that with this partial scheme, already one point of L, and 
t points of L,_ 1 are informed. Now, it remains to find how to complete the scheme to 
be sure to inform all vertices of U i_iV2 Li by time t, for t large enough. 
We were unable to describe such a broadcast scheme in general. We think that such 
a scheme cannot be regular which means that it is not possible to organize the 
broadcast in such a way that each point informs its neighbors in a uniform manner. 
This is essentially the difficulty we encountered in finding the strategy. We believe that 
this optimal strategy exists and that, for large t: 
o(t) = (dld2/2)t* + (d,o; + d,o:, - (5/2)dld, + 1)t + O(1). 
We were able to find such an optimal scheme in the particular case F = (( 1,O); (2,O); 
(0,1);(0,3)), h f w ere or any t 3 11, all vertices of u jiP * Li, t vertices of L,_ 1 and one 
vertex of L, are informed at time t. Therefore, in this case, co(t) = 3t2 - 1 It + O(l), for 
t 3 11. 
3. Broadcasting in NJ”, for m > 3 
We assume here that F = U:zy Fi where Fi c {O}'-lx N* x {O}m-i. For i= 
1,2, . . . , m, we denote by o’(t) (resp. o’(t)) the maximum number of vertices of (Fi) that 
can be informed by time t, by shouting (resp. whispering), and by o,(t) (resp. o,(t)) be 
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the maximum number of vertices of (F) that can be informed by time t, by shouting 
(resp. whispering). 
Again, the fact that o,(t) is a polynomial of degree m has been shown by Klarner in 
[6,7]. However, we specify the coefficient of the highest degree term. 
For whispering, we generalize the broadcast scheme described in Section 2, for 
higher dimensions and obtain a lower bound of o(t) which achieves a(t) to within the 
highest degree term. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose F = u j:y Fi where Fi c {O}i-l x N* x {O}m-i, for all i, 
1 d i < m. Denote by di the largest integer in the ith component of any element of Fi, 
i = 1,2, . . . . m. Then, for every m 3 1 and any t 3 2x;:? di, 
Proof. The result is true for m = l([S]) and m = 2 (Remark 2.5). 
Suppose the theorem holds form - 1. Then c,(t) = c:Ih 1 L?(cT,_ l(t - i), where LT 
denotes the ith layer of (F,). For i 2 2d,, 1 LyI = d, (Theorem 2.1) and for 
t - i b 2C::=~-’ dj, 
grn_ r(t - i) = y;“l,: tmml + O(tmm2) (induction hypothesis). 
m . 
Let 
,=I?-, 
i=2d, i=t-2x,=, d, 
A= 1 ILr(a,_l(t-i), B=d, c o,_,(t - i), and 
i=O i=2dm+l 
C= 
i=t-2)$ym1d 
ILTIo,_,(t - i). 
J + 1 
As ~,,-~(t - 2d,) < o,_l(t - i) d o,_,(t), for 0 d id 2d,, we have: 
A = c(fl~I~-‘di) tm-l 
(m - l)! 
+ 0(tm-2) 
with c = om(2d,) (that is the maximum number of vertices of (F,) informed by time 
2d, by shouting). On the other hand, 
k=21;:;1-’ d,- 1 
C = d, c o,el(k) = O(1). 
k=O 
The term in tm comes from B, namely, from 
d,njzy-l dj i=t-2)-jIlm-‘d, 
(m-l)! m ,I+, (t-V-l. 
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Now, 
,=*-I 
i=f~2~,,, d, i=tm2Z:ly-‘d, k=m-1 
J+, (t- i)m-l = c (- 1),-l 1 CkPI( - t)kFk-l 
i=Zd,+l k=O 
i=m-1 
k=m-1 i=t-ZC,=l d, 
=(-l)“_’ c CL-,(-t)k 1 im~k-1 
k=O i=2d,+l 
Using that 
,=I?-, 
i=tm2&=1 d, 
c 
im-k~ 1 1 = - tm-k + o(r+k- ‘) 
i=2d,+l m-k 
(see [3, p. 269, I), the highest degree term of o,(t) is: 
~m~~~-f);i(_l)m-lk=~-l~:,‘I(_t)k~tm-k 
k=O 
_ (zyr(: ( _ l)m- 1 tm 
k=m- 1 
c C-1( - l)kJ& 
k=O 
=(~~;(-l)~-V;{[(-l)+l]“-(-l)*} 
_ nj=‘Tdj tm, 
m! 
which gives the required result. q 
Let us denote, for all i, 1 d i d m, ei the m-tuple (0, . . . ,O, l,O, . . . ,O), with 1 in the ith 
place. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose F = ui:T Fi where Fi c {CI}~-’ x N* x (0)m-i, and eiEFi, 
for all i, 1 < i f m. Denote by di the largest integer in the ith component of any element 
Of Fi, i= 1,2 , . . ..m. Then, for every m 3 1 and any t 3 3CjIydj, o,(t) = 
(( fli:y dj)/m!)t” + O(tm- ‘) vertices, and there exists a whispering broadcasting scheme 
in N” which realizes this number of informed vertices at time t. 
Proof. The result is true, for m = 1 ([S]) and m = 2 (Corollary 2.8 and Corollary 2.10). 
Suppose it is true for m - 1. 
In order to obtain a broadcasting scheme in N”, then as in the case m = 2, 
broadcast first on (Fk) for some 1 < k < m, according to the unidirectional scheme 
described in [S] and when a vertex (0 , . . . . 0, v, 0, . . . . 0) (v in the kth place) becomes 
available make it broadcast on Nk-’ x (v) x ~YP’-~. Take for example k = m, then: 
l At time i = 3d,, we inform o”‘(3dJ vertices and after t units of time we obtain 
(w”(3d,) - d,)w,_ l(t - 3d,) + d,o,_ l(t - 3d, - 1) informed vertices. 
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l At time i, 3d,+l<i<t-3~~~7~’ dj - 1, we inform d, new vertices on 
{O}“-i x N and after t time units we obtain d,o,_l(t - i - 1) other informed 
vertices. 
By the induction hypothesis, we have: 
w,_,(t _ i _ 1) = ~~‘,;:i(l_ i _ l)m-1 + O(tm-2). 
l At time i, t - 31{1;-’ dj < i < t - 1, we inform d, new vertices on (F,) and 
after t time units we obtain d,w,_ 1 (t - i - 1) other informed vertices. 
The highest degree term in this total comes from 
,=m-l 
i=t~3~,=, dj j=m-1 
4l c n dj(t - i)“- ‘, 
i=3d,+l j= 1 
and is equal to ((n;I;ldj)/m!) tm. 
Therefore the lower bound obtained from this broadcasting scheme and the upper 
bound given by a,(t) have the same highest degree term. This gives the required result 
on w,(t). Cl 
Remark 3.3. Finally, we make some remarks about the general case where F contains 
any integer vectors with only one nonzero component, i.e., F = UiIy Fi where 
Fi c {O}i-l x Z* x {O}m-i. The results are similar to the above. 
Define for each i = 1, . . ..m. 
di=max{a >O/(O ,...) O,U,O )...) O)EFi} and 
Ci=max{a >O/(O ,..., 0, -a,0 )...) O)EFi}. 
In analogy with Section 2 (and with the same notation), we can show that, for 
dimension 2, we have: 
l for t 3 4(dl + cl + d2 f c2) + 2, 
IL,] = (d, + cl)(dz + cz)t + (d, + C&J; + (dz + C&T: - (d, + cl)(dz + cz), 
l for t 3 4(dl + cl + d2 + c2) + 1, 
o(t) = )(d, + cl)(dz + c2) t2 
+ C(d, + C&C? + (d2 + c&h - $(d, + cl) (d, + c2)l t + O(l), 
where ~b = o’(4di + 4ci) - 4(di + ci)2 for i = 1,2. 
For whispering, the generalization from the case m = 1 to the case m > 2 can be 
done in the same way as in the previous section. We just point out that the whispering 
broadcast scheme described in [S] when F c Z is more complicated than the unidirec- 
tional scheme. The difficulty came from the fact that 1 E F is no longer assumed. 
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However the authors were able in [S] to show that also in the case F c Z, w(t) is 
a polynomial of degree one for t large enough and that the coefficient of t is d, + cr. 
Proceeding by induction, as in the previous section, we can show that the highest 
degree term of both o(t) and o(t) is [(niIT(di + ci))/m!] t”‘. This agrees with the result 
obtained by Ko [S] and Peck [9], in the particular case: di = Ci = 1, for all i. That is 
the highest degree term of the maximum number of vertices that can be informed in 
t time units by whispering in an infinite m-dimensional grid is (2”/m!)t”. 
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